Himachal Pradesh Public Service Commission

Dated: 28/08/2019

“PRESS NOTE”

Himachal Pradesh Public Service Commission today declared the result of Main Written Examination of HP Subordinate Allied Services-2018.

In all 44,772 applications were received through online mode for the H.P. Subordinate Allied Services (Preliminary) Examination 2018. Out of 44,772 candidates, 41,373 were admitted provisionally and 28,358 candidates appeared in H.P. Subordinate Allied Services (Preliminary) Examination-2018 held on 07/04/2019. The result of Preliminary examination was declared on 03-05-2019.

595 candidates were declared qualified for main written examination of H.P. Subordinate Allied Services, out of which 508 candidates appeared in H.P. Subordinate Allied Services (Main) Examination-2018 held w.e.f. 24/06/2019 to 26/06/2019.

56 Candidates with the following roll numbers have been declared qualified in the main written examination:

10200626, 10300718, 10401025, 11103469, 11404369, 11405430, 11504726, 11504767, 11805284, 11905580, 12106273, 12607614, 12707979, 13109466, 13109524, 20400762, 20500948, 20501078, 20710833, 20902261, 20902416, 21002795, 21102139, 30300749, 30400876, 30400985, 30601589, 40100218, 40200654, 41303531, 42200176, 42500928, 42601114, 42601182, 42801631, 50501641, 501000282, 50702000, 60300976, 60501316, 60702161, 70200609, 7020068, 70200722, 70300989, 70301051, 80100118, 80300605, 80300826, 80300896, 80400988, 80401134, 90200416, 90200529

(No. of candidates : 56)

The evaluation of candidates for the posts to be filled up on the basis of the aforesaid examination will be held on 19th & 20th September, 2019 and call letters will be uploaded on the website of the Commission in due course of time.

Sd/-
(Rakhil Kahlon), IAS
Secretary,
H.P. Public Service Commission.
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